For some strange reason, even though everyone knows exactly how the eye ball allows our
vision, modern science still insist upon the visibility of “Matter”. I know, I know reader, you may already
think I am insane for even hinting at the invisibility of matter. But I feel it is imperative for the
advancement of scientific thought to first realize “matter” can never and will never be seen or sensed by
any creature alive.
In attempts to define Matter, I have been failed by all modern humankind, thus I had to truly
deeply inquire into- to the best of intelligence- this phenomenon of “Matter”. I would like to start right
out with the most obvious realization on why “matter” can never be seen with any living creatures’ eyes.
We all know how vision works: photons are reflected, scattered, diffused, polarized, diffracted,
refracted, etc on various mediums of “matter” and absorbed into the rods and cones in the eye. Much
like a television set, there are millions of tiny cells that work together to produce a single image. When
photons hit the rods and cones the energy is transformed into electrical impulses which travel the optic
nerve and then relayed to various parts of the brain. We all know this, this is basic biology of vision.
What blows my mind is that no one seems to really grasp what is presented to us, you
can only see light. Yes, “matter” is 100% invisible, and this is why: the human eye ball absorbs photons
not “matter” and listen to me carefully: photons do not transpose an image of atoms, photons carry its
own image of itself and not the image of “matter”. Photons are manipulated by the quantum spatial
dimensions and geometrical arrangement of “matter”. Color is an aspect of biology, every living creature
biology/brain interprets sense data ONLY FOR the survival of its biology, for example, the color Red to
human begins signals heat, danger, for another creature Red may be something completely different
while invoking a different response. The meanings of color stem from the body interpreting external
data as it somehow “knows” exactly what the human biology needs to survive, and this information is
seen in the senses. Thus humans only hear in a certain range of sounds, feel in a certain temperature
range, taste 5 or 6 types of flavors, etc. Are you still with me? Great! We can all agree that sense data is
specific to the living creature. Please try and grasp this, if sense data is specific to the creature, how can
it even be possible to know what “matter” really is? What do I mean by “what matte really is?” I mean
what is Matter beyond sensation? We have entered “What is BEYOND” the human capacity of
sensation. Is it even possible to know?
I must make it clear that is it absurd to think that photons somehow carry the atomic
picture with it and thus allowing us to see “matter”. Photons only show the outline of “matter”, color is
seen “attached” to an object because that wavelength is reflected to our eye. This short paper will not
explain “matter”, in future papers I will…maybe, I highly doubt anyone will read this anyway. I am
bringing to your attention reader that you have been fooled your entire life in believing your looking at
physical objects and a “matter” filled world. An atom/matter will never be seen, heard, felt, smelled, or
tasted, the fact that science insist upon its reality is just beyond me and I have no idea why or how this is
happening to our society. I feel as if I am in the twilight zone and everyone is in on some sick joke just
for the hell of it while I am left out.
If you are still confused, and have read this far, let me be crystal clear: Matter can never be
measured in any way whatsoever by any thing that exits in the universe due to the basic fact that all
creatures senses only function to the genetic disposition of the body and not only that, but the sheer
limitations of these sense instruments do not allow us to sense anything beyond their capabilities. I can
hear you now reader saying “But wait! We have technological instruments that can see atoms”. To

where I respond, “Oh, you mean the black dots of the hydrogen atom? First of all, seeing a black spec
proves my point, secondly, it doesn’t matter if you use a camera that can see in wavelengths so far
beyond your eyes because you still have to convert that into something we can see and in doing so
nullifies the instrument used. Thus the supposed image of the hydrogen atoms are black…BECAUSE YOU
CANNOT SEE IT.”
It is time to drop atomic theory, the small. Its time to drop the relativistic theory, the large. So
if we drop both prominent scientific theories what ill be left? I call it the Medium Physics, because it is a
unification of quantum and relativistic sciences by understanding how senses work. Let me rephrase,
this Medium Way, is not something I created, I am merely observing the way the human body works and
in doing so leads to understanding of what is beyond sensation by conceptual realization. Can you not
see reader that there are 2 main theories in modern times? The quantum, which is the small, literally, it
deals with small objects. While relativity deals with large object, literally it deals with things that are
massive. We are literally studying the Small and the Large. What is missing is the Medium, or the
Middle ground between these two, and that can only stem from subjective understanding
of…well…yourself and how the body you have works.
Humans tend to think in terms of “this or what”, “black or white”, “hot or cold”. I mean,
humans think in extremes, either it is one end of the spectrum or the other, they fail to see the balance
of the middle between these extremes. Life is about balance. Science is no different and I insist it stays
with sensed data and not made up “Atoms” or “matter” and other nonsense.
I thank you reader if you have read this short paper on the invisibility of matter and I hope your
eyes are opened to other possibilities beyond this Small and Large thinking, if you are so shocked and
understand this paper you are miles ahead of 99% of the population. Join us. We welcome you.

